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Executive Summary

Over the past four years, transportation network companies (TNCs), primarily Uber and Lyft, have convinced legislators in the vast majority of states to overrule and preempt local regulations and strip drivers of rights. The speed and sweeping effectiveness of the industry's use of this strategy, known as state interference (or preemption), is unprecedented.

In this report, we set out to describe how two upstart companies have been able to convince state governments to swiftly and aggressively deregulate their industry and how their success has impacted stakeholders. The report seeks to arm legislators and the public with knowledge and tools to understand and address this phenomenon, protect communities most impacted by this industry, and uphold local democracy.

In-depth case study analyses in four states, Florida, Pennsylvania, Texas, and Washington, reveal that the TNCs’ strategy has been to create political crises in localities—where for-hire transportation has traditionally been regulated—and then move state legislators to solve the manufactured crisis through state interference. The case studies detail the “barge in, buy, bully, and bamboozle” tactics the companies use to advance this strategy and the impacts on for-hire drivers, who are predominantly immigrants and people of color, and the communities in which they live.

Summary of Findings

TNCs have successfully adopted state interference, an antidemocratic legislative practice favored by the gun and tobacco industries and popularized by the ultraconservative American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC), in order to rewrite the law.

- TNCs have secured preemptive state law in over four out of five states. Lawmakers in 41 states have passed laws that have taken away some or all of the ability of localities to set their own standards for the TNC industry.

- Preemption has tremendous impact on local transportation and largely deregulates the industry as a whole.

- State interference is a political strategy pioneered by the tobacco industry and the National Rifle Association and employed aggressively by the ultra-conservative American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC) and other corporate interest groups, like the National Restaurant Association and, more recently, TNCs Uber and Lyft. As detailed further below, there are a number of connections linking the TNC industry and ALEC.
• State interference on behalf of TNCs harms people of color. As in other cases of state interference, state interventions into local for-hire regulation involve predominantly white legislatures blocking local programs and policies that benefit people of color, in this case for-hire drivers who are predominantly people of color and immigrants.

• State interference is a means to rewrite employment law. While state action on TNCs is often characterized as a solution to a “patchwork” of local laws, in fact TNCs may pursue state interference in part because state lawmakers can address one of their core policy goals: to rewrite state law on employee status. By rewriting the law, they exempt themselves from a myriad of employment protections - state minimum wage, unemployment insurance, workers’ compensation, discrimination laws, fair chance hiring and paid sick leave where they exist, and efforts to pass a collective bargaining process at the city level.

To move states to intervene, in the case studies reviewed for this report, TNCs (and Uber in particular) created a political crisis at the local level, and pushed the state to solve that crisis through four primary tactics: barge in, buy, bully, and bamboozle.

**BARGE INTO** a market, sometimes illegally, and spend large amounts of money to quickly develop a customer and driver base. When first entering markets, companies offered incentives to drivers and free rides to passengers, and have even paid fines drivers receive for operating illegally. To avoid law enforcement, Uber went so far as to develop a program that identified individual public employees and officials, and then blocked their ability to use the app to hail rides.

**BUY** access by deploying an overwhelming number of well-connected lobbyists to make contact with elected officials and their staff. In Portland, 16 Uber and Lyft lobbyists and company representatives appear in city officials’ contact logs in 2015, accounting for 30 percent of all city lobbyist activity that year. Across the country, in 2016 Uber had 370 active lobbyists in 44 states, dwarfing some of the largest businesses and technology companies.

**BULLY** elected leaders by individually targeting them and issuing ultimatums. In Texas, one or both of the two major TNCs suspended service in numerous cities, including Austin, Corpus Christi, Galveston, Houston, and Midland, when city legislative bodies (and voters in the case of Austin) imposed reasonable regulations on them.

**BAMBOOZE** customers to take political action, frequently by misrepresenting the facts, and often via the app itself. Messages to customers have claimed that city councils, county boards, or state legislatures are threatening to “force” the TNCs to leave, when in fact elected governments are seeking to enforce existing laws or even create basic safety requirements that other businesses follow. Then the TNCs continue with the first three tactics described above.

In 2016, together Uber and Lyft lobbyists outnumbered Amazon, Microsoft, and Walmart combined.
In many cases, using these strategies and tactics, Uber has secured a high level of access in multiple state and city legislative processes, enabling it to draft its own bills, heavily influence the vetting, and even effectively staff elected officials on the issue. In Oregon and Ohio, Uber wrote or co-wrote the original drafts of legislation, and legislators in multiple other states characterize legislation as written by or in the primary interest of the industry.

TNCs have secured state laws that deregulate portions of the for-hire industry and rewrite employment law, harming drivers and communities in the process.

- When TNCs succeed in pushing legislation that exempts their drivers from state labor laws, such as unemployment insurance, workers compensation, and minimum wage, drivers no longer have access to redress or benefits afforded to other workers in the state.

- Disability rights advocates contend that TNCs, by failing to provide wheelchair accessible vehicles, are in violation of laws protecting people with disabilities. Weak state laws generally only require the TNCs to have a non-enforceable “policy” against discrimination.

- Deregulating TNCs may be hurting the climate by undermining public transit and adding more vehicle miles traveled (VMT) to city streets. A study of San Francisco TNC riders found that one third of those surveyed would have used public transit for their most recent trip, were TNCs not available.¹

- Overriding local communities erodes democratic governance and the ability of local government to meet the unique transportation needs of residents. When locally-elected policymakers are prevented from creating policies that protect and respond to the needs of residents, or the policies they do pass are overridden by state legislatures beset by blitzkrieg-style lobbying, then local participatory democracy is at stake.

¹ Source: Associated Press/Eric Gay

In this May 26, 2017 photo, workers set up a tent to welcome drivers back to the Uber offices in Austin, Texas. Uber and Lyft, the ride-hailing company giants who left Texas’s capital city in a huff over a year ago over fingerprint requirements for drivers, are set to return after state lawmakers stepped in.
Summary of Recommendations

State and local legislators and advocates can bring fairness to the sector and oppose undue influence by corporations on our government. The following include some of our recommendations:

- **State legislators** should reject efforts to preempt local authority with respect to TNCs, and instead delegate regulation of TNCs to local transportation authorities, just as many states have done for taxi regulation. Alternatively, they should work closely with cities to develop policies that establish a statewide floor, allowing cities flexibility to customize TNC regulations. They should reverse laws that strip drivers of their rights as employees.

- **Local legislators** should require TNCs to comply with local labor standards and be alert to any attempts to define drivers’ employment relationship as independent contractors in city legislation and rulemaking; require TNCs to share, with appropriate privacy safeguards, the data that communities need to ensure that TNCs are strengthening rather than undermining mobility and transportation; and learn about and support innovative ways to ensure for-hire drivers can form alternative business models, like cooperatives and nonprofit organizations.

- **Advocates and local leaders** should stress the uniqueness of local communities and that one size does not fit all; call out (and use litigation to attack) racial injustice when it occurs as part of preemption; and support elected officials who lead on local policymaking rights and equity in the industry.
Introduction

In just four short years, TNCs Uber and Lyft have persuaded 41 state legislatures to interfere with local government policymaking. This strategy of “state interference” or “preemption” was pioneered by the gun and tobacco industries. In this case, TNCs have not only largely deregulated their part of the for-hire driving industry, but they have also redefined the employment relationship with their drivers in state law. It is a strategy that undermines democratic local government and negatively impacts drivers, consumers, and the broader communities in which they live. These far-reaching effects illustrate the ways in which wealthy and politically-connected corporate actors, enabled by state legislators, assert control over many aspects of our daily lives.

How have two upstart companies been able to so swiftly convince legislators that these new services should be legislated in an entirely new manner? And in ways that typically benefit just a few companies, but work to the detriment of so many others?

Our investigation finds that TNCs, led by Uber, employed a two-part strategy: TNCs manufacture a crisis at the local level and appeal to state legislatures to fix that crisis by overruling local law. This “crisis” is usually the implied or actual threat of suspending a popular service. As we will describe more specifically below, in order to create a crisis and win their preferred solution, TNCs—in particular, Uber—have operated in violation of the law, leveled ultimatums to elected officials, and misled the public (see appendix for more on talking points versus reality). Both Uber and Lyft have spent, and continue to spend, massive amounts of money and time to influence the decisions of state and city legislators, in some cases over several years, through both traditional and novel lobbying efforts.

“Uber…went on an internet public relations campaign, claiming to everyone who contacted them that we had banned them from the island. Coming to us and engaging us about an ordinance is the adult thing to do. Misinforming the public about factual laws and regulations regarding the services that are provided on this island…approaches criminal…And shame on them.”

– Galveston Council Member Norman Pappous

The purpose of this report is to equip legislators and consumers with knowledge and tools to confront TNCs’ version of the “shock doctrine”—when these companies manufacture crises or political impasse at the local level to push through state policies that remove policymaking authority from local governments. By shedding light on these “barge in, buy, bully, and bamboozle” tactics, this report can help legislators and consumers ask essential questions and advance the interests of the public.
This report begins with important context, including a description of what state interference is, the breadth of state interference conducted by and on behalf of the TNC industry, and why state interference is the preferred tool of this industry. Then we provide a deeper dive into the strategy of manufacturing local crises to prompt an unnecessary state solution, incorporating case studies throughout. Finally, we explore the impact of this state interference and deregulation on a variety of stakeholders. This report concludes with recommendations for policymakers and advocates.

A Note on Research Methods

In order to understand how the TNC industry uses state interference, we conducted in-depth research in six states where legislatures have passed, or considered passing, preemptive state TNC laws. These states, selected based on geographic and political diversity, as well as robust activity by the industry, are Florida, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Texas, and Washington. For all states we: analyzed public data about state and municipal lobbying expenditures; reviewed emails exchanged between key state legislators, TNCs, and their contract lobbyists; and reviewed press accounts. Additionally, for Florida, Pennsylvania, Texas, and Washington, we: reviewed emails exchanged between city officials, TNCs, and their contract lobbyists; reviewed available videos, minutes and transcripts of city/county and state meetings and hearings; and interviewed city and state legislators, their staff, and other stakeholders.
PART ONE
Disrupting Democracy: State Interference on Steroids

Transportation Network Companies may be the first industry in our country’s history to so quickly and completely rewrite state law in their own interest. In fewer than five years, lawmakers in 48 states and DC have passed legislation regarding this new industry. Some of these laws regulate only auto insurance, reflecting an agreement among the major insurance companies and TNCs in the spring of 2015. But in many states, TNCs appear to have used their agreement on insurance to add many other elements to state proposals. In 41 states, TNC laws explicitly or implicitly erase some or all of the ability of localities to set their own standards for an industry with tremendous impact on local transportation. Arguably only the gun lobby has been able to more fully restrict local regulation, with 43 states expressly preempting all, or substantially all, aspects of local firearms or ammunition regulation.

State interference or preemption—the strategy of circumventing local democracy by passing state-level laws that prevent cities from governing on specific issues—has become a favorite tool of powerful conservative and corporate groups to avoid regulation, suppress progressive policy innovation at the local level, and strip workers of rights. The American Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC) and other corporate interest groups and associations have aggressively employed this strategy in recent years to stop cities from adopting a diverse range of policy changes supported by their residents. ALEC, the National Rifle Association (NRA), other industry associations, and wealthy special interest groups have exploited the power of the state to weaken local policymaking authority and deregulate entire industries.

This effort to suppress local democracy is, unfortunately, succeeding in too many places. A large number of states now restrict cities from raising minimum wages (25), requiring construction labor agreements (23), and enforcing paid sick day measures (20), among other policies through which local policymakers are seeking to address unemployment, displacement, and affordable housing issues. Numerous bills are pending in state legislatures to further limit cities’ power to respond to the needs of their residents. In an extreme effort to erase city power, Texas Governor Greg Abbott has been actively advocating for the removal of local government authority to take any action without the permission of the state.

Statewide TNC laws are the ultimate special interest legislation: primarily benefiting just two companies, Uber and Lyft, frequently with far less regulation than that traditionally applied to other taxi and for-hire companies.
The TNCs have employed this strategy with stunning success. In the last four years, nearly four times as many states have restricted or prohibited city regulation of ride-hailing companies as have passed minimum wage preemption bills. In the states we reviewed, these efforts have been led by Uber, and have largely benefited just Uber and Lyft, two companies that have been in existence for less than a decade. Statewide TNC laws are the ultimate special interest legislation: further enabling their monopoly or duopoly in the entire for-hire sector, frequently with far less regulation than that traditionally applied to other vehicles-for-hire.

Race and State Interference

While state interference has predominantly been portrayed as a symptom of the political power struggle between the right and left, the reality can be far more alarming: state interference too often involves predominantly white legislatures blocking local programs and policies designed to help people of color to overcome structural and historical barriers. Take the battle over local minimum wages. African American workers often have the most to gain from minimum wage increases because they earn substantially less than their white counterparts in the lowest wage occupations across the United States. Yet in seven cities where African Americans make up between 41 to 73 percent of the city’s population, majority-white state legislatures responded to local efforts to raise the minimum wage by passing statutes that prohibit local governments from enacting these measures. In some cases, the legislature barred the wage increase on the local ballot, and in others, it reversed local wage increases. In our research detailed below, predominantly white state legislatures have passed TNC bills that prevent local governments (in many cities with large populations of people of color) from enacting policies that impact drivers, who, in many places, are disproportionately people of color.

The Connections Between TNCs and ALEC

Many tech startups position themselves to lawmakers and the general public as progressive innovators, not corporate interests. For example, in 2014, Uber and Lyft joined with other tech companies to renounce membership in the ultraconservative group ALEC. However, there are a number of continuing connections between the TNC industry and ALEC.

In 2014, ALEC began circulating model TNC legislation that imposes rules for insurance and background checks on TNCs—largely allowing TNCs to push costs onto drivers—as well as minimal consumer protections, and a provision declaring that the drivers “need not” be the employees of the TNCs. Elements, and sometimes specific wording, of the ALEC bill have appeared in many of the state-passed laws. NetChoice, an industry
lobbying group of which Lyft is a current member,\textsuperscript{18} appears to have become a primary conduit to ALEC. NetChoice’s Executive Director, Steve DelBianco, has been a member of ALEC’s Corporate Private Enterprise Board since 2014.\textsuperscript{19} The NetChoice website includes two presentations made to ALEC on TNC legislation, including one in 2015 on “solutions to enable the rideshare revolution.”\textsuperscript{20} Lobbyists for Uber reportedly presented to the ALEC annual convention in 2017 on “the virtue of the sharing economy and state legislation that would prohibit cities from regulating it.”\textsuperscript{21}

**State Interference: The Tool of Choice for TNCs**

TNC state legislation, backed by Uber and Lyft, prevents local governments from regulating a broad range of issues, including licensing, background checks, vehicle safety, data-reporting, and driver employment status. While most state laws impose licensing or registration requirements on TNCs, annual registration is frequently for a fee of $5,000 or less—nominal for the well-resourced Uber and Lyft. Of more than 40 laws, only a dozen have consumer privacy protections. Only about half incorporate minimum age requirements for drivers. A handful include limitations on hours that drivers may put in during the course of a day or have limitations on “surge” pricing.\textsuperscript{22}

**The Misleading “Patchwork” Argument**

A favorite talking point of lobbyists arguing for any kind of state interference is that complex “patchworks” of city regulations put an unfair burden on business. TNCs have parroted this line. In Washington State, Uber’s representative claimed that the so-called patchwork system “imposes a number of significant costs” that limit benefits to communities, and the ability of drivers and riders to take advantage of this technology.\textsuperscript{24} However, across industries, businesses that operate in multiple jurisdictions must
navigate multiple differences among the markets – regulatory, cultural, and competitive, to name a few. But it is an especially odd argument coming from savvy, nimble, tech companies like Uber, whose platform reportedly can adjust the cost of rides in a given area every three minutes based on supply and demand.

Why, given that for-hire vehicles like taxis have traditionally been governed at the local level in most states, have TNCs so aggressively sought state-level legislation?

**Defining Drivers as Independent Contractors**

First, one of TNCs’ primary policy goals—to define its drivers as independent contractors—can be accomplished in large part only at the state level, given that the employment relationship is typically determined by a combination of state and federal laws. Uber and Lyft have waged aggressive battles against their own drivers in multiple lawsuits in order to defend their classification as independent contractors and not the employees of the companies. This is a key question for the companies, since employees have protections, benefits, and rights—and thus are more expensive—than independent contractors. Experts estimate that by acknowledging their drivers as their employees, TNCs would add 30 percent to their operating expenses. Both companies say drivers are independent contractors, but multiple state labor agencies have found that drivers are in fact employees. The companies appear to be using state interference to override these decisions. For example, in 2015 the Alaska Department of Labor and Workforce Development informed Uber that it could not operate in Alaska without paying workers compensation payroll taxes as an employer. But in 2017, the Alaska state legislature passed a law (HB 132) that says drivers are not employees, stripping them of rights they would otherwise have under state employment law and blocking the decision of its state agency. The companies have pursued the same outcome in many states, and they have won specialized legislation in half of the States. These new laws declare variously that drivers are not TNC employees, state that the TNCs do not “control” or “manage” their drivers, and/or impose entirely new tests of “employee” status, written only for the TNCs.
Lack of Familiarity with the For-Hire Driving Sector

Second, it may be precisely because cities have experience overseeing taxi and car services that TNCs seek to overrule or bypass them. TNCs are in direct competition with other for-hire vehicle services, but in order to win different and more favorable regulatory frameworks than those other services, they have sought to present themselves as fundamentally different from highly-regulated taxi and car services. This argument may be easier to make to state officials, who are less familiar with the specifics of the for-hire sector. Additionally, cities have constituencies in these sectors—including workers and advocates, organizations of and for people with disabilities, and taxi companies—which have actively opposed special treatment for TNCs. Those local constituencies rarely have the same direct relationship with and capacity to lobby state legislators.

Texas state law eliminated safety features like extra vehicle inspections (which taxis undergo) and a limit on hours that a driver can be working in any 24-hour period. It also eliminated tax or fee revenue that a city might use for enforcement, transportation planning and infrastructure, disability access and more.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key provisions of law/ordinance</th>
<th>Austin</th>
<th>Galveston</th>
<th>Houston</th>
<th>Texas HB 100</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Company operating permit required?</td>
<td>Yes, fees vary</td>
<td>$120 per vehicle</td>
<td>Yes, 2% of gross</td>
<td>Yes, fee TBD by TDLR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City driver permit required?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic pricing limited?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vehicle standards (other than state inspection)?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is the driver limited in hours active on the network?</td>
<td>12 per 24 hrs</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>12 per 24 hrs</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fingerprint background check?</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
PART TWO
Manufactured Crises, Corporate “Solutions”

In the states examined for this report, TNCs, mainly Uber, have followed a strategy of creating a political crisis at the city level and pushing the state to intervene to solve that crisis.\(^\text{37}\) The cycle goes like this: “barge into” a market, sometimes illegally, and spend large amounts of money to quickly develop a customer and driver base; employ a further strategy of “buy, bully, and bamboozle,” which involves simultaneously deploying numerous well-connected lobbyists to pressure local elected officials, sending lobbyists to the state capitol to urge legislators to intervene and solve the “crisis;” and mobilizing customers as “grassroots” supporters (sometimes by misrepresenting the facts).

BARGE IN:
Violate the Law, Pay the Price, Build Base, Repeat

Pennsylvania:
Paying to Operate Illegally and Evade Law Enforcement

The Pennsylvania Public Utilities Commission (PUC), which was responsible for the regulation of the for-hire industry outside of Philadelphia, initially responded to the illegal launch of TNCs in the state by issuing citations to drivers, fining the companies, and obtaining cease and desist orders.\(^\text{38}\) The PUC later sought an $11.3 million fine against Uber, for over 120,000 violations. This fine was settled for $3.5 million in 2017.\(^\text{39}\)

The regulatory agency in Philadelphia, the Philadelphia Parking Authority (PPA), initiated a sting operation when the TNCs launched, using the app to summon rides, and then issuing citations and impounding drivers’ cars.\(^\text{40}\) Uber responded by pledging to pay the fines and impoundment costs for its drivers.\(^\text{41}\) Then, in order to avoid enforcement, Uber began blocking trip requests coming from individuals and internet provider addresses associated with the PPA.\(^\text{42}\) Ten months later, while still operating illegally, Uber had more than 12,000 drivers in Philadelphia.\(^\text{43}\) In the summer of 2016, Uber and Lyft received temporary permission to operate. As a condition, Uber paid $350,000 into a “trust” that could be used to settle fines levied by the PPA.\(^\text{44}\)
TNCs subsidized their early operations in order to quickly gain a market foothold, which also helped them build up a consumer advocate base to deploy politically. For example, both Uber and Lyft have offered an initial period of free rides in many (if not most) places. For riders who refer enough new users, TNCs have offered credits to be used in-app. Uber and Lyft also offer incentives for drivers to sign up. These incentives, together with rapid growth in smartphone ownership and frustration with taxi and public transit options, led to explosive growth in TNC services.

In addition to directly subsidizing riders and drivers, TNCs treated fines and tickets for operating illegally as a cost of doing business. As Uber and Lyft broke into new cities, regulators across the country tried to enforce existing law, fining the companies and their drivers millions of dollars and even impounding cars. Far from remorseful, the companies responded by fighting fines and urging drivers to continue to operate in violation of the law. In the states and cities reviewed here, Pennsylvania represents the starkest example. There the Public Utilities Commission (PUC) fined Uber $11.3 million. In Miami-Dade County, Uber and Lyft drivers racked up more than $4 million in fines, which the companies said they would pay, but which they fought for over a year. In Houston, Uber promised to pay the fines for drivers, and in Miami-Dade, both Uber and Lyft promised to pay the fines for drivers during the periods when they were operating outside of the law.

**BREAKING THE LAW**

- In Miami-Dade County, Uber and Lyft drivers racked up nearly 5,000 citations in two years for operating without valid for-hire licenses. Uber drivers had received 95 percent of those citations still under appeal as of November 2017.

- In Portland, Uber paid nearly $70,000 for the several weeks that it operated without taxi permits.

Uber also spent money to develop technology, called “greyball,” to avoid local law enforcement altogether. Greyball used data from the Uber app to identify individual public employees and officials, and then limit their ability to use the app to hail rides—because regulators would summon rides and then issue citations or even impound vehicles. Uber deployed this tool in multiple cities around the globe, including Boston, Las Vegas, Portland and possibly Austin and Philadelphia. The Portland Bureau of Transportation (PBOT) conducted its own audit of Uber, finding that in the 16 days Uber operated illegally in December 2015, Uber tagged 16 government officials’ rider accounts, and denied 29 ride requests by PBOT enforcement officers.
Case Study: Texas-Sized Buying, Bullying, and Bamboozling

Texas was the site of a particularly pitched battle between TNCs and cities, with Uber and Lyft tangling with local officials across the state, sometimes withdrawing service, and spending millions on a proposition campaign in Austin. UberX and Lyft launched illegally in Houston and Austin in the first half of 2014. Both cities acted quickly, passing legislation that permitted the companies to operate by fall 2014 — yet the TNCs spent the next two years in dramatic, sometimes personal, fights with the cities and elected officials.

In Houston, Lyft responded to legislation by suspending service; Uber stayed but threatened to do the same unless the city repealed requirements for fingerprint background checks. After securing concessions from the city through years of pressure, Uber said that it would stay until at least through the Superbowl in February 2017. By that time, state legislation was pending and Uber never left Houston.

In Austin, where the 2014 legislation was a placeholder while permanent rules were worked out, Uber and its lobbyists launched a campaign focused on Council Member Ann Kitchen, chair of the Mobility Committee. One Uber blog post urged riders to call and email her office, and tens of thousands of people signed an online petition. The company also created a feature in its application (“in-app”) targeting Kitchen. When Austin riders opened their app they were greeted with a “Kitchen” option which would offer them transportation via a “horse and buggy.” Later Kitchen said: “These guys out in Silicon Valley like to consider themselves disrupters, but they’re just another version of what we’ve had before: big business [types] who think they can write their own laws.”

During 2015 and 2016, Uber had four lobbyists in Austin and Lyft had one — to lobby a ten-member city council. Despite this pressure, the final Austin ordinance regulated TNCs similarly to taxis, including requiring fingerprint background checks, a policy that Uber and Lyft consistently resist. Uber and Lyft then spent a combined $8.6 million campaigning for a new ordinance in Austin. The Council took the ordinance to voters via a ballot proposition. The voters decided to keep the Council’s ordinance, despite the TNCs spending $200 for every vote in their favor. Two days later, on May 9, 2016, Uber and Lyft ceased operations in Austin.

Back in the state legislature, from the beginning of consideration of Texas HB 100, local preemption was a widely-discussed provision. The proposal would overrule the laws put in place by several cities, including Austin, Corpus Christi, Galveston, and Houston. Austin Mayor Steve Adler testified against the state preemption bill in committee hearings, as did city officials or their representatives from Dallas, El Paso, Houston, San Antonio, and the Texas Municipal League.

The cities and their residents were no match for the TNCS: in the 2015 state legislative session alone, Uber reportedly spent between $420,000-$945,000 on lobbying, and Lyft spent between $160,000 and $285,000. For the final push in 2017, Uber had 26 lobbyists and spent between $820,000 - $1.6 million to pass HB 100 in May 2017.
BUY INFLUENCE: Lobbyists, Legislators, and Public Relations

In addition to money spent on fines and tickets, Uber has aggressively employed traditional lobbying strategies with remarkable amounts of money. Uber’s approach has been to hire strategic and high-profile Democratic and Republican operatives, depending on key officials and which parties control the legislature. The Democratic operatives in particular soften the company’s brash image and perhaps distract from its connections with conservative groups like ALEC. These well-connected state and local lobbyists, and large numbers of them, are able to generate a high volume of contact with elected officials and their staff. Executing this strategy requires a significant amount of money; lobbying disclosures indicate that Uber and Lyft spent at least $4 million in 2016 and the first half of 2017, in just five of the states we reviewed. In 2016 Uber and Lyft’s lobbying expenditures in the five states below are on par with Walmart’s expenditures in all of the 41 states it reported.

In the first half of 2017, Uber topped the list of all lobbying groups in New York State, spending $1.8 million to pass statewide legislation.

Uber and Lyft Lobbying Expenditures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Uber $ Lobbying</th>
<th>Lyft $ Lobbying</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Florida</td>
<td>$480,000</td>
<td>$270,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oregon</td>
<td>$57,433</td>
<td>$31,574</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>$394,028</td>
<td>$175,193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas*</td>
<td>$720k-1,265k</td>
<td>$820k-1,560k</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington</td>
<td>$150,876</td>
<td>$74,697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum spent</td>
<td>$1,802,337</td>
<td>$1,371,464</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum spent</td>
<td>$2,347,337</td>
<td>$2,111,437</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Provides only ranges of amount spent, not specific amount spent.

Well-connected lobbyists—including former elected officials and their staff at both the local and state levels—have been central to this strategy. David Plouffe is one of Uber’s most high-profile hires, emblematic of what appears to be an effort to make Democrats the public face of its anti-democratic policies. Plouffe, a former strategist for President Obama, joined Uber in 2014, providing the company with a sheen of progressive values even as it fought Seattle’s city council over a ground-breaking collective bargaining ordinance (see case study below). In Portland, Uber hired Mark Wiener, considered to be one of the most powerful political consultants in the city, while he was also working with the Democratic mayor on his reelection plans. The TNCs’ PAC paid $50,000 to Austin’s former Democratic Mayor Lee Leffingwell in their failed $8 million campaign.
in that city. And in Pennsylvania, Uber’s many lobbyists included Krystjan Callahan, the former Chief of Staff to Republican House Speaker Mike Turzai. In conversations, legislators, staff and stakeholders indicated that Uber stood out for the strange bedfellow mix of Democratic- and Republican-aligned lobbyists.

Legislators and their staff also said that the TNCs stood out for the sheer numbers of people they hired as lobbyists, and their resulting ability to meet with many different offices while devoting significant attention to gatekeepers and sponsors. According to The National Institute for Money in State Politics, in 2016 Uber alone had 370 active lobbyists in 44 states across the country, dwarfing some of the largest businesses and technology companies. Together, Uber and Lyft lobbyists outnumbered Amazon, Microsoft, and Walmart combined.

2016 State Lobbyists

Uber’s investment in lobbying staff at the city and county level was also overwhelming. In Portland, 16 Uber and Lyft lobbyists and company representatives appear in city officials’ contact logs, and in 2015 the companies together logged 453 meetings, phone calls, and emails with city council members, the mayor, and staffers, representing 30 percent of all city lobbyist activity. When Uber was trying to launch UberBLACK in Miami-Dade, it had seven lobbyists to persuade a 13-member Board of Commissioners to see things its way.

What does all this money buy? It allows the TNCs to literally write their own ticket. In multiple cases, this money, time, and attention allowed Uber to draft its own bills, heavily influence the vetting, and/or even effectively staff elected representatives on the issue by helping with press releases and testimony.

“This is about as loose as it comes...And I know why, because it’s what Uber put on the table. The more I get into the bill, the more aggravated I get – that this is an Uber bill. This is not a Connecticut General Assembly bill. This is not a taxi bill.”

– Connecticut State Senator Michael McLachlan

Email records indicate that in Oregon and Ohio, Uber wrote or co-wrote the original drafts of legislation—in Ohio this version would become HB 237, the preemption bill. In Washington, a state legislator said that there was no apparent stakeholder process in 2016-17—Uber just showed up with the legislation it wanted. In Texas, one longtime lobbyist said, “The bill that was drafted was a pure industry bill.” In Pennsylvania, Uber’s version of statewide legislation was the one that moved forward, reportedly because of its aggressive lobbying. And in Florida, the sponsoring senator’s staff emailed the first iteration of the bill to Uber, calling it “our Uber language” and Uber’s lobbyist requested a meeting to review changes to “our legislation.”

The company’s role in drafting legislation, combined with state legislators’ relative unfamiliarity with for-hire vehicle regulation and the TNC technology specifically, allowed for an important key provision—exempting the companies from any obligation as employers of their drivers—to pass without discussion in some places. We were unable to locate any instance in which issues of employment classification were raised by the TNCs or the legislators at a public hearing on the 2017 legislation in Florida or Texas. In Oregon, one of the chief sponsors of the TNC bill later introduced an amendment to change drivers to employees, potentially in an effort to address employment classification issues that were overlooked initially.

Our review of emails suggests that many of the lobbyists function like additional staff for elected officials, providing them with ready-made talking points, drafting messages from legislators to colleagues, and drafting legislators’ testimony about the bills. In Portland, Uber was involved in writing the city’s press release announcing a stakeholder task force and its own suspended service, and in drafting a temporary operating agreement. In Ohio, Uber’s lobbyist sent over draft testimony for each primary sponsor to give to the committees considering the bill.

Despite this intense TNC lobbying, and what seemed like inevitable state interference, cities still wanted to regulate TNCs. City officials and staff from places like Seattle, Broward County, Austin, El Paso, Galveston, and Houston and organizations like the Florida League of Cities, League of Oregon Cities, and the Ohio Municipal League all testified, submitted comments, or lobbied against preemption. In Florida, Ohio, and Texas, they lost.
BULLY: Levy Ultimatums and Call it Negotiation

In news reports and multiple conversations with city council members, the word “bully” came up not just in reference to Uber’s campaigning strategies but also its behind-the-scenes legislative conversations. Despite portraying itself publicly as trying to work with regulators, Uber has sometimes privately refused to negotiate on any terms but its own. In Seattle, Uber’s representative told City Council President Sally Clark that it would not negotiate as long as the city was considering capping the number of for-hire vehicles: “…[caps] have no place in this conversation. We hope to start more serious discussions soon and be more actively involved of [sic] the drafting of these regulations.”

In Washington, DC, council member Mary Cheh compared Uber to the gun lobby for its unwillingness to compromise.

In Pittsburgh, Mayor Bill Peduto explained how its relationship with Uber soured: “When it came to what Uber and what Travis Kalanick wanted, Pittsburgh delivered…But when it came to our vision of how this industry could enhance people, planet and place, that message fell on deaf ears.”

Both Uber and Lyft demonstrated a willingness to use the ultimate bullying tactic, issuing an ultimatum that they would leave a city if they did not get the rules they wanted. In Miami-Dade, commissioners were debating their TNC ordinance while watching as Uber and Lyft suspended service in neighboring Broward until they won the ordinance that they wanted. In Texas in particular, one or both of the companies suspended service in numerous cities, including Austin, Corpus Christi, Galveston, Houston, and Midland, when city legislative bodies (and voters in the case of Austin) imposed reasonable regulations on them. Of note, Uber remained in Houston, the fourth largest city in the US, proving that it could operate with what it called “onerous” requirements in place. But legislators, not wanting to be seen as anti-innovation luddites, and fearing the potential blowback, have often relented and given in to the demands of the TNCs.
Within Uber, people refer to the overarching strategy of making customers into advocates as “Travis’ law,”106 named for Uber’s founder and first CEO Travis Kalanick: “Our product is so superior to the status quo that if we give people the opportunity to see it or try it, in any place in the world where government has to be at least somewhat responsive to the people, they will demand it and defend its right to exist.”107

Florida: Mobilizing (and Misleading) Riders

In Florida, Uber used its access to riders to get them to lobby county and state legislators on behalf of the company. UberX and Lyft launched service in Miami in May-June, 2014.108 After eighteen months of deliberation, the Miami-Dade Board of Commissioners was prepared to advance one of two competing proposals in January 2016. One, backed by Chair Jean Monestime, would create a more level playing field for all for-hire drivers (taxi and TNC), while the other would give TNCs a different set of rules more to the TNCs’ liking. In the week leading up to the vote, the company sent a customized email to every rider in the area, linking them with one click to their commissioner. The subject line read: “Save Uber in Miami-Dade.”109 Uber cc’d Monestime on every email to another commissioner: he withdrew his proposal, and an Uber-supported bill moved forward.110

At the same time, the TNCs pushed for a statewide preemption bill. In March 2016 – with its recent Miami-Dade campaign in the background – Uber targeted Florida State Senate President Andy Gardiner with an ad blitz in Tallahassee and Orlando, along with mailers to voters in his district. It ultimately delivered over 32,000 petition signatures to his office.111

Activating customers as advocates for the company is an essential tactic in building a local political crisis. While activating members is not a remarkable political strategy for a non-profit or political group, it is certainly a remarkable innovation for private, for-profit companies to activate customers in this way.113 And while a non-profit or political group may be mobilizing a member to support an issue or candidate with their donation or civic engagement, TNCs are mobilizing customers to ostensibly “save” a private service, which conveniently allows the companies to grow and dominate for-hire markets.

The TNCs’ technology facilitates unique access to customers, with the companies using in-app messages to mobilize customers when facing potential regulation. When a
rider opens the app, they are greeted on-screen with the TNCs’ message and a phone number to call, or web links to send emails or sign online petitions. Uber has also used traditional political campaigning strategies, like robo-calls, direct emails, tweets, multiple forms of advertising (trucks, television, utility poles), and even door-hangers in Miami-Dade County. In late 2015 while fighting a pending collective bargaining ordinance, Uber poured resources into a Seattle-specific television ad, and later developed in-app podcasts to deliver its message more directly to drivers.

Implied in Travis’ Law is the idea that what is at stake is whether or not TNCs should exist—however, in our review this has almost never been the question under consideration by any local elected government. This misleading conflation, important to building toward political crisis, is reflected in Uber’s public messages. For example, messages to customers have claimed that city councils, county boards, or state legislatures are threatening to “force” the TNCs to leave, when in fact elected governments are seeking to enforce laws or even create basic safety requirements that other businesses follow. A Galveston city council member noted that constituents asked him why the council had “not allowed Uber to operate,” when in fact Uber chose to leave the city (the continued operation of another local TNC, Get Me, demonstrated that law-abiding businesses were welcome in the city).

Austin City Council Member Delia Garza called out Uber’s representative on the deception at a council meeting, saying “I’d ask in return that we be fair in the messages we’re sending and the intent of what we’re trying to do on this council, because, there have been messages sent, [like] ‘Council member Kitchen is trying to take Uber out of Austin, Texas.’ That’s not fair.”

By using its ability to reach consumers directly in the app and by using persuasive, sometimes false, messages, Uber has overwhelmed city and state legislators with emails and phone calls from customers. In Houston the city attorney sent a “cease and desist” email to Uber because the number and persistence of emails coming into the Mayor and Council was “[h]arassing in nature and arguably unlawful.” In Seattle, Uber was still in its infancy of public campaigning when in September 2013 it managed to flood City Council members with phone calls from riders. Council member Mike O’Brien said he was shocked by the volume of calls on that first mobilization.

The combination of building and mobilizing a consumer base, together with bullying city councils, creates a local crisis, and paves the way for the state to interfere with local policymaking.
PART THREE
What Corporate-Rewriting of State Laws Means for Communities

Pushing Costs onto Drivers

When TNCs succeed in pushing legislation that exempts TNC drivers from state labor laws, including unemployment insurance, workers compensation, and minimum wage, drivers no longer have access to baseline protections and benefits afforded to other workers in the state. In a nod to driver complaints of earning low, sometimes subminimum wages and other bad publicity, Uber announced “180 days of change” in 2017, most notably allowing tips in the app. However, this and other changes, such as charging riders who keep drivers waiting for more than two minutes, present corporate-driven alternatives to baseline worker protections and benefits and do not address very real driver concerns.

The loss of baseline employment protections has multiple ill effects on drivers. Access to unemployment insurance benefits when drivers are either “deactivated” or lose a second job is critical. Since taxi drivers and chauffeurs are killed on the job at a rate five times higher than the average for all other workers, workers’ compensation protections are essential for this extremely hazardous occupation. Existing background check laws that provide a framework for TNC driver background checks are being overridden by corporate-sponsored state laws. Similarly, state legislatures are allowing TNCs to adopt their own, unenforceable, discrimination “policies,” in contrast to existing laws that provide enforceable anti-discrimination protection for “employees.”

Finally, corporate rewriting of state laws governing TNC treatment of drivers undermines these drivers’ ability to come together and negotiate with their employers over wages and benefits. Reclassifying workers as independent contractors, coupled with preemption of all local regulations of TNCs, shuts down innovative efforts that provide opportunities to ensure workers’ voice, such as Seattle’s collective bargaining ordinance, as well as emerging discussions on “portable benefits” for on-demand workers.

This corporate rewriting of state laws to exempt TNCs from obligations as employers is especially troubling because there is significant evidence that, under the traditional definitions in most state employment laws applied to virtually every other business within a state, drivers are employees. As state agency decisions, independent research, and news reports illustrate, TNCs essentially control what drivers do, surveil how they do it, set the price of their labor, and employ algorithmic management tools to get them to work when and where the company wants, all under pain of “deactivation” of their accounts.
Case Study: Seattle Drivers Win Collective Bargaining as Washington Avoids Preemption

Washington State – where the battle around TNC regulation is ongoing – stands out for two reasons: first, it is one of a handful of states with very limited statewide regulation of TNCs; and second, the City of Seattle, one of the first cities where UberX launched, passed a groundbreaking ordinance enabling collective bargaining for for-hire drivers.131

Despite intense public campaigning by Uber and Lyft, Seattle passed an ordinance in March 2014 that set up a two-year pilot, which limited each TNC to 150 drivers on the road at any time.132 After the Council passed the ordinance, Uber, Lyft, and a third TNC, Sidecar, spent over $1.5 million to collect more than 36,000 signatures and put a referendum on the November 2014 ballot to block the new regulations.133 The Mayor and stakeholders began a 45-day negotiation process to repeal the original ordinance and replace it with a TNC-supported ordinance.134 The final law lifted the cap on TNC drivers and planned for a release of 200 more taxi licenses over four years.

About six months later and 60 miles away, the state legislature considered and then passed a narrow, bipartisan bill, that established insurance requirements for TNCs and exempted drivers from workers compensation, but that did not, in its final form, preempt local laws.135

Back in Seattle, the city council unanimously passed a first-of-its-kind ordinance that would provide TNC, taxi, and other for-hire drivers the right to collectively bargain with Uber, Lyft, and other companies.137 The law resulted from drivers organizing and advocating for themselves with support from Teamsters Local 117. During the campaign, drivers expressed concern about the TNCs unilaterally changing the payment rates and formula, which resulted in lower and lower net pay, and deactivating them with no warning, explanation, or fair appeal process.138 The U.S. Chamber of Commerce and Uber continue to challenge the law in court.139

In 2017, TNCs lobbied the state legislature to pass more expansive and preemptive legislation (SB 5620) that would establish TNC drivers as independent contractors (with language similar to that adopted in Florida and Texas).140 To advance their state agenda, TNCs hired some of the most established, respected, and expensive lobbyists on both sides of the political aisle. Uber hired conservative-leaning Gano & Associates, and Lyft hired Martin Loesch, a staffer of the previous Democratic Governor, Christine Gregoire.141 Thus far, the TNCs have not been successful: their bill died in the state Senate.
Overriding Laws Protecting Workers of Color

As with other cases in which the state interferes with local policymaking authority, laws passed by predominantly white state legislatures can override laws that protect the rights of workers of color. Anecdotal reports from media, interviewees, and even the TNCs themselves, indicate that drivers of taxis, limos, town cars, and TNC vehicles are largely people of color and immigrants. According to Uber’s own 2015 survey, 57 percent of Uber drivers identified as people of color across 24 large U.S. markets. In places like Miami-Dade, Lyft said that 80 percent of drivers belong to a “racial minority group,” while Uber said that 90 percent of their Seattle drivers were East African, Indian, or Pakistani. Interviewees or the companies themselves identified driver workforces as made up primarily of people of color and immigrants in at least one city in the four states covered in this report.

Drivers, who in numerous cities are also immigrants, lose anti-discrimination and harassment protections when reclassified as independent contractors. Despite reports that TNC ratings systems may be hard-wired to discriminate against drivers of color, states are writing corporate-sponsored legislation that exclude drivers from anti-discrimination laws, instead allowing the TNCs to have unenforceable internal policies against discrimination.

This corporate rewriting of TNC legislation compounds the competitive disadvantage faced by for-hire drivers in more traditional settings, like taxi drivers. Already outgunned by TNCs’ cash and influence, taxi drivers in many cities now must comply with higher standards than TNC drivers, and city officials must decide if they should deregulate all for-hire driving. Meanwhile, taxis struggle to maintain their customer base. In Los Angeles, total taxi trips dropped by nearly 30 percent in the three years after TNCs began operating. In San Francisco, TNCs are making approximately 12 times more daily trips than taxis.

Reduced Access for Passengers with Disabilities

Disability rights advocates have sounded the alarm in many cities and states that TNCs are undoing progress made on access to transportation for all people. Advocates argue that TNCs, by failing to provide accessible vehicles, are in violation of laws protecting people with disabilities. Further, they contend that by driving down the business of taxi companies—which, in many cities, must meet accessibility requirements—TNCs cause fewer accessible vehicles to be on the road. In Philadelphia, wheelchair accessible vehicle medallions plummeted in value after TNCs entered the market, and some of the PPA’s efforts to improve accessibility were stymied.

TNCs have claimed that they are exempt from the Americans with Disabilities Act, and have faced litigation over this question. State laws, most of which do not include any enforceable requirements around access, leave out passengers with disabilities; many state TNC bills note that if the TNC does not have an accessible car, their only obligation is to refer a passenger to an accessible car, if available. While Houston was successfully implementing policy to address its community’s mobility needs, the Texas legislature passed a law likely rendering those efforts moot.
Undermining Public Transit and the Climate

There is some evidence that TNCs are drawing customers from public transit, which could not only impact the function of transit in the long term but also our air quality and environment. Recent research suggests that, despite possible reduced personal car ownership among riders, overall ride-hailing is "likely to contribute" to increased vehicles miles traveled in major cities.\footnote{156}

Transportation systems are affected as some riders migrate from public transportation to TNCs.\footnote{157} A study of San Francisco TNC riders found that one third of those surveyed would have used public transit for their most recent trip, were TNCs not available.\footnote{158} Another study in New York City found that in one year, subway and bus ridership dropped by 19 million, while TNC ridership increased by 72 million.\footnote{159} This has the potential to create a downward cycle of lower revenues and ridership on public transit, and then service cuts, which lowers access for the people who most need it – low-income residents who can’t afford to use TNCs.\footnote{160}

Movement to TNCs from public transit, biking, and walking also increases traffic congestion and the number of cars that are not held to the same emissions standards as other for-hire vehicles.\footnote{161} For example, in San Francisco, the taxi fleet met ambitious emissions standards in 2012.\footnote{162} Not only have TNCs not been held to these higher standards, but they have grown exponentially while taxi trips have declined in places like San Francisco.\footnote{163} With preemptive state laws, cities and counties may not be able to place those same emissions requirements on TNCs.

Conclusion:
Eroding Democratic Governance

One of the primary duties of local government is to study and understand the unique transportation needs of residents, organize the interrelated pieces of the complete system, and regulate the whole. Through the TNC strategy of “barge in, buy, bully, and bamboozle,” cities that have made significant investment in transportation have been deprived of the ability to do their jobs, first by TNCs stonewalling them over access to crucial data needed for planning,\footnote{164} and second by TNCs pushing forward statutes that, in 41 states, explicitly or implicitly restrict or prohibit their ability to regulate ride-hailing companies at all. Even after state legislatures pass laws preempting local governments from regulating TNCs, cities continue to recognize the need for regulation of TNCs at the local level. When locally-elected policymakers are prevented from creating policies to regulate their own transportation systems and support their own workers, or the policies they do pass are overridden by state legislatures beholden to corporate interests, then local participatory democracy is at stake.
Recommendations to Counter Corporate-Sponsored State Interference and Protect Local Democracy

There is still much state and local legislators can do to bring fairness to the sector and oppose undue influence by corporations in our government.

**State Legislators**

Reject efforts to preempt local authority with respect to TNCs. Instead they should:

- Delegate regulation of TNCs to local transportation authorities, just as many states have done for taxi regulation, so that local concerns can be factored into policies;
- Alternatively, work closely with cities to develop policies that establish a floor, allowing cities flexibility to exceed and customize TNC regulations; and
- Reverse laws, where they exist, that strip drivers of their rights as employees; require TNCs to pay their fair share into state social insurance programs like unemployment insurance and workers' compensation, and to comply with state labor standards, like minimum wage, anti-discrimination, and fair chance hiring laws.

**Local Legislators**

- Set standards that ensure safe, fair conditions for for-hire drivers, equitable service for all communities, access for passengers with disabilities, and that our shared environment is protected from unnecessary emissions and congestion;
- Require TNCs to comply with local labor standards, like local minimum wage laws; and be alert to any attempts to define drivers' employment relationship in city legislation and rulemaking (for example, Salem, Oregon);¹⁶⁵
- Require TNCs to share, with appropriate privacy safeguards, the data that communities need to:
  - ensure that TNCs are strengthening rather than undermining mobility and transportation, especially as they move into other forms of transportation, like autonomous vehicles and delivery trucks;
  - ensure that TNCs are serving all parts of the city and all of its residents;
  - create equity among taxis, other for-hire, and TNCs in terms of regulation and protections; and
  - protect the safety of passengers and the public;
- Learn about and support innovative ways to ensure drivers can:
  - form innovative business models, such as taxi co-ops or non-profits; and
  - come together and negotiate with the companies over wages and working conditions (See Washington and Seattle case study).
Strategies to Counter State Interference for Advocates and Local Legislators

• Stress the careful planning and unique transportation needs of your local communities (i.e., one size does not fit all); call attention to the negative impacts of preemption and put things into personal terms;

• Use data to support efforts to move hearts and minds, and where possible, frame the issue in economic terms;

• Call out (and use litigation to attack) racial injustice when it occurs as part of preemption;

• Support elected officials who lead on local policymaking rights and equity in the industry; and

• Ensure local government attorneys are willing and able to aggressively defend the city against state interference, including through legal challenges if necessary.
Appendix

TNC Talking Points v. the Whole Story

“Forced” to leave?

No proposals that we reviewed would have banned TNCs from any jurisdiction. See, e.g., Galveston spokesperson Kala McCain: “We did get quite a bit of pushback on social media… People being really upset about the fact that we did not allow Uber to operate, which is obviously not the case. They didn’t want to adhere to the city ordinance that was in place.”

Economic opportunity?

TNC jobs largely benefit drivers who are using them to supplement regular earnings. Uber recently settled litigation with the Federal Trade Commission after it wrongly claimed drivers could earn $90,000 yearly. Both driver anecdotes and recent data show drivers earning close to, or sub-minimum wages.

Independent drivers?

Uber uses significant psychological tools and used to offer subprime loans, to keep drivers on the road and tied to Uber. TNCs (Uber in particular) control almost every aspect of a driver’s experience, from setting the rates they charge, constant surveillance of acceptance rates and routes, to threats of “deactivation.”

A technology company?

Federal Judge Edward Chen’s analysis of this claim: “Uber is no more a ‘technology company’ than Yellow Cab is a ‘technology company’ because it uses CB radios to dispatch taxi cabs, John Deere is a ‘technology company’ because it uses computers and robots to manufacture lawn mowers, or Domino Sugar is a ‘technology company’ because it uses modern irrigation techniques to grow its sugar cane.”

Consumer choice?

After Uber and Lyft left Austin, a taxi driver coop and a TNC nonprofit filled the void. Altogether, 12 TNCs came in, with 7 still operating as of the spring of 2017.
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